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Why a new form of census?

In France, the 1997 population census was postponed to 1999 because of budget problems. At
that time, INSEE was not able to obtain from the French government the extra 1.25 billions
French Francs (198 M Euros or US$ 200M) needed to process the census from the French
government. Money was given for 1999 with a statement urging INSEE to avoid that expense
peak caused by the census.

That financial concern adds to statistical ones already noted by INSEE. The first concern is
about accuracy: can we go on selling what we call exhaustive data when we know that
undercount is significant2 and not uniformly distributed across France? The second concern
deals with the period between censuses: in France, the last censuses were in 1954, 1962,
1968, 1975, 1982, 1990 and 1999. In 1999 the last available data will be 9 years old and
comparisons between 3 censuses won’t be easy because of the uneven periods between
censuses. The third concern is about technology changes. The lapse of time between censuses
is so long and changes in technology are so quick that INSEE has to redesign the whole
system and computer programs before every census.

The above concerns led INSEE to look into new forms of census that fulfill the aims of
French censuses (See appendix A) as well as possible and substantially alleviate the problems
mentioned above.

The general system under investigation

INSEE is currently investigating a “continuous census” system that will
• Fulfill the objectives of French censuses

                                                       
1 Prepared by Michel Isnard.

2 A Post Census Survey made in 1990 showed similar patterns of undercount as in the main
industrial countries: undercount affects mostly small households, young people and
foreigners.
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• Take advantage of available administrative data
• Adapt as well as possible to local conditions and to new technologies
• Allow a constant budget allocation rather than large amounts on census years
• Allow the use of fresher data.

We split the research in 5 fields.

Data collection

The way census data will be collected depends on the size of the commune3. Bigger
communes (more than 10 000 inhabitants – 830 communes accounting for half of the French
population) will be sampled every year. The mean sampling rate will be 1/20, but, over a 5
year cycle, annual samples will be independent and representative of the commune. The idea
here is to allow the use of either fresh but less precise data (1/20 sample rate for the last
survey) or more precise (1/4=5*(1/20) sample rate) but older data (2.5 year old).

For the smallest communes, sampling wouldn’t be very efficient. We therefore plan to have
an “exhaustive” census for every small commune. To have a constant budget allocation, 1 in 5
communes will be censused each year, so that every small commune will be censused every
five years.

A building register

Drawing the sample for the biggest communes will require a sampling frame. INSEE is
undertaking to create and update a building4 register. In this register, every building of the
commune would be located by its coordinates, whatever its destination (households,
business,..) and characterized by few variables: addresses, type, number of households and
other characteristics. Professional activities inside a building will be registered as well.

The register will be created on the basis of the results of the 1999 census and particularly
using form, filled up by census enumerators, listing every building containing households, its
address and a reference number identifying it in all census files. Business buildings will be
registered, using their address in SIRENE5.

Updating the register will require local information, mainly construction and demolition
permits, creations and deaths in SIRENE, censuses and other surveys. Regular relations with
communes will allow INSEE to update the geography underlying this register.

This register will be used as a sampling frame6, but also as an extrapolation base (see later).
The working hypothesis is the following: each year, a housing unit census will be taken on a

                                                       
3 See appendix A for a definition of words in Italics.

4 The choice of buildings as statistical unit derives from 2 problems: a household register
would be too complicated to update (the separation of one household in 2 households is very
difficult to be registered and a register of individuals would be socially unacceptable in
France.

5 SIRENE is the French business register.

6 The exact way of sampling must satisfy the constraints stated above. This difficult problem
is under investigation.
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part of every biggest commune (probably one or 2 fifths) using the buildings register as an
image of the reality and the yearly sample will be drawn from this housing unit census.

Data processing

Once the data have been entered, two sorts of treatments will be made in the biggest
communes: missing variables on a form (individual or household forms) will be corrected
using some classic imputation methods (Hotdeck for example).

The error deriving from missing households will be corrected by an ‘a posteriori’ reweighting
of each unit. Reweighting of persons in a household will ensure that the number of buildings
and the number of households calculated with the new weights will the numbers found in the
buildings register after the housing units census. As the register is continuously updated,
estimation of the population will be better than a simple expansion based on the sampling
rate.

Census data for the smallest communes will be processed using classic imputation methods
(Hotdeck for example) and administrative data, if available.

Statistical outputs

INSEE is currently working on dissemination of statistical outputs on the following basis. The
population size will be estimated every year at the commune level and then will be aggregated
up to the national level. The structure of the population during the year under review will be
available at national and regional level and perhaps at level of department7.

For lower levels, aggregation of the five last samples (independently drawn) will allow
INSEE to estimate the size and structure of the population; the mean sampling rate will be ¼.

Legal outputs

As stated in appendix A, the legal population of a commune is the statistical population to
which “legal double counts” have been added.

The estimation of legal double counts requires a census of the population living in institutions
(communautés) all over France in order to know how many people must be counted twice: in
the commune they live in and in the commune they come from.

The use of administrative files

As stated in the main objectives of the new system, INSEE will try to take advantage of all
information contained in administrative files. Using administrative files will be taken in
account at almost every stage of the process.

Updating the building register

As noted earlier, the set up of the building register will use SIRENE, the French business
register along with ¨the 1999 Census. But administrative files will also help us to update the
register. The existence in some administrative file of an address unknown in our building

                                                       
7 There are 22 regions and 100 départements (province) in France.
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register will be a hint of the construction of a new building that we should investigate. Other
administrative files or telephone directories or field verification will probably be used.  It
should be noted that the only thing needed for that purpose is an address and the file it comes
from.

Controlling the quality of data collection

In France, the occupancy tax file has already been used to improve the quality of data
collection in the 1999 Census. The number of housing units in an enumeration district is
systematically compared to the number of records in the occupancy tax file. Due to
conceptual differences, these two numbers are not necessarily equal; but strong discrepancies
need to be investigated.

This method has been used in 1999 Census for the biggest communes. In future censuses, it
will be also used for smaller communes.

Estimation of the population

The third domain where administrative records will be used is the estimation of the population
size of every commune. Four in five smallest communes won’t be censused every year, but
INSEE needs to calculate an estimate of their population size for legal and statistical outputs.
This will be done using occupancy tax and social security files at a commune level. INSEE is
currently investigating the use of the social security file to improve the estimation of the
population structure by sex and age.
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Appendix A: Objectives of a census in France

The statistical uses of censuses do not really differ from country to country. I will therefore
briefly describe them for French censuses. The legal uses of French censuses will be more
thoroughly discussed.

Statistical objectives

Of course, the first statistical objective of a census is to give a good representation of the
French population. Another one is to build the sample base for household surveys.

Legal objectives

One of the main objectives of French censuses is to establish what is called “legal
population” of every French commune. These two concepts are typically French and needs
some explanation.

The French commune

France is divided in more than 36,700 communes. Each commune is both a subdivision of
French territory and a local authority. The mayor and the local council manage the
commune’s budget and deal with various local problems. To run their budget, they receive a
financial aid based on the legal population (See later) granted by the French government.

French communes are very different one from another: the biggest one is Toulouse8

accounting for 350,000 inhabitants, and there are a lot of very small communes. In 1990, 1111
communes had less than 50 inhabitants, accounting for 40,000 persons. Only 9 communes had
more than 200,000 inhabitants, accounting for 3,300,000 persons.

The legal population

In France, a ‘legal population’ figure is published after each census. The legal population of
the commune is the population censused in the commune, to which some persons are added.
People living in old people’s homes, in student’s residences, in-boarders and drafted soldiers
are counted twice in the legal population: in the commune they live in and in the commune
they come from. These legal double counts concern 1 million persons, all living in
communautés. Conversely, people living in prisons or in convents are just counted once.

This ‘legal population’ is used for determining the amount of money granted to the commune
by the French government and for many other purposes.

                                                       
8 Paris, Marseilles and Lyons are split in arrondissements, which are considered as communes
themselves.


